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Left-hand and Opposite-hand Writing Features Useful as a Basis of Forming
Expert Opinions of Authorship - Second Edition
by
Jacqueline A. Joseph, CDE, D-BFDE

Abstract: When comparing handwritten documents concerning disputed authorship, the examiner is responsible for applying a reasonable explanation to an observed significant difference1
between features as part of forming an expert
opinion of identification. This article discusses
and illustrates the features attributed to the use of
the left hand and the opposite- or unaccustomed
opposite-hand.
Keywords: Left-handed writer, awkward-hand
signatures, unaccustomed left hand, handedness,
hand preference, handwriting posture, writer’s
cramp, incomplete cerebral dominance, court-ordered handwriting exemplars.
Introduction to the Second Edition
n recent years, I have received several cases involving the suspicion of left-hand writing as a
strategy to conceal one’s identity. During this time,
I was also presented with cases involving the clients’ claim of the use of the opposite hand to write a
signature as a justification for its unnatural appearance. These cases encouraged me to continue with
the studies that generated the original article. Results from my additional studies have been added
to this edition of the bibliography. The first edition
included selected images that were drawn from my
studies of more than 300 audience members who
participated in writing exercises involving writing
their signatures with both hands. I have added the
same subject’s dominant-hand signatures for comparison of the various features.
The previously published companion piece2

I

has been integrated into this article and now includes books, monographs, and DVDs. Many of
the works listed have extensive bibliographies to
which the reader’s attention is also specifically
directed. The works can be used to provide recognized and authoritative writings by international
authors in the field to support one’s conclusions.
Not all bibliographic entries have annotations;
however, the absence of an annotation is not an
implication that the work has less value than annotated entries. Where included, the author’s biographic note is contemporaneous to the date of
publication. Journal citations were drawn from
The QDE Index and Health and Handwriting: An
Annotated Bibliography of Forensic, Legal and
Med/Psych Periodical Literature, both by Marcel
B. Matley of A & M Matley Handwriting Experts
of San Francisco, California.
It is my hope that readers will become familiar
with these features and find this knowledge useful
as a basis of forming opinions of authorship.
Commentary
In an investigation involving questioned authorship, most handwriting comparisons concern the
matter of whether or not the questioned and the
known handwriting were written by the same person rather than the question of which hand was
used.

1. “Significant difference” is defined by the author as a
uniquely observed feature that is not evident in the writer’s
habitual pattern, and which cannot otherwise be reasonably
attributed to the writer or writing circumstances.

Basis of forming expert opinions of authorship
Many factors are involved in a comprehensive
examination and comparison of writing and of the
formation of an expert opinion including:
1. The uniquely identifying features in the subject’s handwriting;
2. the skill and competence of the examiner; and
3. the nature of the questioned document and the

2. Joseph, Jacqueline A. The annotated bibliography: Lefthand and opposite-hand writing features useful as a basis of

forming expert opinions of authorship. National Association
of Document Examiners Journal,.27, No.1: 17-21, Fall 2004.
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available material for comparison.
In forming an expert opinion regarding authorship, the subject writer’s use of the unaccustomed
hand for writing is considered as a reasonable
explanation for significant differences between
comparable features. The observable differences,
along with the appropriate reasonable explanation,
can be clearly demonstrated to the fact finder and
supported by research, as reported herein and elsewhere.
Adult writers are generally more proficient with
one hand than with the other. According to F. E.
Dreifuss, the ratio of right-handed to left-handed
individuals is 7:1.3 A child will usually be either
right- or left-handed by 18 months of age. The
hand used commonly for manual tasks may or may
not be the hand preferred for writing.

Shanon reports that the direction of movement
of the handwritten character elements of Israeli
subjects writing in Hebrew, written either from
right to left or vertically, are observed as features
similar to the ambidextrous and left-hand writer.5

3. Dreifuss, F. E. Diagnosis and treatment of incomplete cerebral dominance. Journal of the American Medical Association, 206: 141, 1968.

The left-hand writer
The following is a list of significant features indicating a person is writing naturally with his/her
left hand. It is a composite of features found in the
publications listed in the bibliography and drawn
from my writing experiment studies with more
than 300 subjects.
Features having significance indicating a person
could be a left-handed writer include:
• Crossing of the lower case t from right to left.
• Leftward drag of elongated i-dots.
• Long initial stroke of the letter at the beginning
of a word which may proceed either in an upward
or downward direction.
• Hooks and curves at the beginning of some
small and capital letters which commence in a leftward direction.
• Prominent eyelets in beginning part of the
small a, d and g, representing an initial underhand
motion.
• Overhand motion in forming lower case v
(made with retrace or eyelet at bottom) and the
lower case h (eyelet formed where loop and hump
are joined).
• Tenting of lower case h, l and t, and tenting of
the upper part of capital I and J.
• Open lower part of the final lower case g and
y with the ending stroke curving to the left; also,
triangular or v-shaped lower parts of those letters.
• Absence of terminal endings of such letters as
lower case d, l and t, as well as lower case h, m and
n, with slight pen drags to the left.
• Terminal of the lower case s with an absence of
a retraced bottom coupled with a leftward extension of the closing part.
• Lower case f and k, as well as capital G, are

4. Stevens, Viola. Characteristics of 200 awkward-hand signatures. International Criminal Police Review, 237:130-7,
April 1970.

5. Shanon, Benny. Graphological patterns as a function of
handedness and culture. Neuropsychologia, 17:457-65,
1979.

The ambidextrous writer
In forming an expert opinion of common authorship, the examiner considers whether or not a
questioned writing is the product of a naturally or
circumstantially left-handed writer, or an attempt
by the subject writer to conceal his/her identity
by using the non-dominant hand. Based on her
research of over 4,000 specimens of handwriting,
the features indicating opposite-hand writing are
discussed by Viola Stevens. From an examination
of pairs of specimens of two-handed writers, it was
found that, in every pair, one specimen was vastly
superior to the other in quality. Furthermore, Stevens found that both left-hand and right-hand writers changed to vertical slant when using the opposite hand.4
The foreign script writer
Benny Shanon researched American and Israeli
left- and right-hand subjects as they drew horizontal character elements, lines and faces.
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also found to have considerable leftward extension in their closings.
Feature comparisons: The unaccustomed
opposite-hand writer
In his study comparing right-hand writers writing with their left hand Greg Dawson reports that
the primary difference between the writings was

observed in the writer’s skill of execution, whereas the spacing between letters, words, and lines remained proportionally the same.6
Features having significance indicating a person
is writing with his/her unaccustomed oppositehand as compared to his/her accustomed writing
hand are illustrated below.

• Upright slant versus rightward or leftward slant

Fig. 1a—Upright slant

Fig. 1b—Rightward slant

• t bar crossings crooked and wandering versus straight

Fig. 2a—Crooked t bar

Fig. 2b—Straight t bar

• Flat-top r versus pointed or rounded

Fig. 3a—Flat-top r

Fig. 3b—Pointed-top r

• Flat-top upper zone loops versus pointed or rounded

Fig. 4a—Flat-top upper zone loop

Fig. 4b—Rounded-top upper zone loop

• Tent-shaped t stem with wide bottom versus retraced

Fig. 5a—Tent-shaped t

Fig. 5b—Retraced t stem

6. Dawson, Greg A. Brain function and writing with the unaccustomed left hand. Journal of Forensic Sciences, 30:167-71,
Jan. 1985.
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• Acute angle connecting strokes versus curved

Fig. 6a—Acute angle connectors

Fig. 6b—Curved connectors

• Flattened lower zone loops versus pointed or rounded

Fig. 7a—Flattened lower zone loop

Fig. 7b—Rounded lower zone loop

• Dragged terminals versus stunted

Fig. 8a—Dragged terminal

Fig. 8b—Stunted terminal

• Uncertain versus certain movements

Fig. 9a—Uncertain movements

Fig. 9b—Certain movements

• Fine tremor versus smooth line quality

Fig. 10a—Fine tremor

Fig. 10b—Smooth line quality

• Directional changes of movement abrupt versus fluid

Fig. 11a—Abrupt directional changes
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Fig. 11b—Fluid movement
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Conclusion
A proficient handwriting examiner considers
that questioned handwriting having an unnatural
appearance may or may not have been written by
someone using either the left hand or the unaccustomed opposite hand. Contrary to some views
that left-handed writers are less skillful than righthanded writers, Gordon Stangohr, in his study, reported no remarkable skill difference between the
two groups. Some features of opposite-hand writing are also observed in the writing of the ordinarily unskilled writer. This justifies the need to do a
thorough and exhaustive investigation comparing
all available information and exemplars, especially any opposite-hand requested exemplar.
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